Every so often I will receive e-mails that deal with some sort of fake coven, fake organization, yet more idiots assembled to waste each other's time towards nothing fundamental, aimlessly.

Recently I was sent this e-mail that talked about how a "Satanic" group from Turkey was issuing "Predictions" of "Earthquakes" that were supposedly issued by "Azazel" through a pendulum. I received another boastful e-mail about three weeks ago with a lot more than this, claiming how we don't know this and that, and how they have the best communication etc.

What happened is what happens to all of these groups, the dates arrived, and lo and behold, no earthquake. The only earthquake that happened was basically the earthquake in the members of this little group which was to tell them: "COME TO YOUR SENSES!".

After the members were shown all of this to be ultimate bullshit from the people who had the nerve or naivety to make these claims, people were left shocked and the e-mail arrived. Thankfully, people were smart enough to listen. To approach things in this way, is the product of lack of knowledge, stupidity and profanity. The worst part is, that this hurts other people too.

Long e-mail, this guy said this, the other guy said that, all of this was the content of the e-mails. What does that tell us? This has nothing to do with the Gods, more than it has to do with individuals and their works. This concerns either new people or people who are either seeking to learn [but are not learning and pretend to teach each other], or merely people doing a larping joke.

Jokes in generally done on the back of the Gods are the worst ideas one can have. Satan exists, and is seriously concerned over the well-being of His Disciples and followers. The same goes for other Demons. Anyone who has seriously dedicated, has the sight of the Gods upon them.

As one can see, the Gods oftentimes send people here to receive a warning and learn more. That is the reason after all I am even typing this post now, instead of doing something else. The reflected love and advice of the Gods is based on sound information and so on - this is provided by the JoS.
Even if it is clear however, some people might choose to deny this, for reasons that mostly have to with non-fruitful reasons.

If one goes through the guise of "Satanism" to stray others from this path, then the Gods will exact further measures. This might not be direct unless in serious cases, but damage arises out of the lies these people make up about themselves and how these later on reflect on them.

Many have no clue where the enemies who claimed negative things on Satan's Name will end up, but I personally do, and it's going to be painful. Much of this pain is however from when these delusions fall apart on themselves.

Except of the punishment, one must have common sense and inner caring to care about others, and shrink the falsehoods of the self when, for example, one wants to pretend they are a big prophet and they have nothing fundamental to say as a prediction, or just keep making garbage up claiming it is from the Gods.

If one does continue doing this nonsense, the chances are, they will never truly meet the Gods or understand them in their life. The goal here is to stay here and where you receive good information to connect yourself with the Gods, and to advance.

Not to connect with BigBoyTimmy21 in Telegram to tell you his bullshit all fucking day, which will eventually not lead you anywhere, and claim it was Azazel saying that nonsense while they were at it.

In 99% of cases, these statements are never from the Gods, and in the best-case scenario, these have to do only with psychic inputs these individuals receive. As they are untrained, these can be wrong.

People who can truly communicate with the Gods and that are on a level of seriousness, will understand how important it is and how careful one must be with this information. The JoS for example, we do this carefully, share carefully, advise carefully and truly. Just look at all the past posts in the last years.

Even then, we have told you, Spiritual Communication is not a joke science, it is very serious, has a high percent of astral deception, the list goes and goes. Serious training is required. Many people cannot communicate with other humans verbally, so what about communication with entities from other worlds? Clearly, that is a skill one must learn carefully and diligently.

"Group making", a favorite practice of a lot of people who don't use their time well
and therefore misuse other people's time, is not fit for making most of the time. This always ends up in disaster, and reaches nowhere. No planning, no serious advancement, no aims, the list goes.

People who have not sufficiently advanced, bad teams formed without a common goal, or immature people just wasting each other's life and time around.

It's not infrequent either that these groups also boastfully claim to speak to the Gods, understand and interpret Satan's Will, and so on. Nothing of the results shows any of this, let alone the advancement of the group or members. It's all for nothing.

To make this clear, the only reason these groups or whatever these are do exist, is to satisfy certain individuals, or due to their urges, or due to other very lowly factors that cannot really reflect the level of action for the Gods.

The above is a giant waste of your living time. As if this wasn't enough, certain self-picked individuals that have no proven track records of anything, are also busy pretending to be prophets without any common sense, logic, or reality in their speaking, fully absent in wisdom.

The above, can cause damage to other people, and reflect [since these people have no clue about what they are doing] to the Gods and Satan themselves.

Going further, this crap is fundamentally opposed to all that the JoS and Spiritual Satanism is. In the JoS, the path is clear. You don't need to force anything, pretend anything, whatever. You just need to apply what you should apply.

You don't evolve spiritually or anyhow as a person if you merely sit around with certain people in a social club, do no meditations, and listen to one or more idiots who would assemble such without any reason and no ways to prove anything.

I write this primarily for people who might be new or affected in these cults, or even other "Satanic" groups who do nothing but waste people's time and falsely accrediting this to the Gods.

Lastly, for those who do these practices in the Name of the Gods, i.e., wasting people's time, ruining their life etc., on claims that this is for the Gods, one must change route and understand that what is for the Gods is to put one's time and energy where things are positive and great, and where one gains from it and others too - not on pointlessly socially gathering just to receive attacks together and exchange curses or stupidity all day long. For those who are as "members" into this, stray as soon as you can, and focus on your advancement.
Take care of yourselves first, become serious and adhere to the path, and then there is a clear way through which you can work as a team with the Gods [which is clearly here too, or in other projects] with the necessary maturity and cleanness of mind that these require to grow and become precious to the Gods. But until then, make sure to prioritize work and advancement when it comes to Satanism.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666